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ABSTRACT

Rendering photorealistic scenes by using physically based rendering techniques has high demand for computing power, memory and
bandwidth. Scene geometry need to be loaded into GPU memory to
be processed, with that being impossible for high poly count scenes,
thus wasting time moving data from main memory to GPU and vice
versa. By simplifying the geometry, while taking the visual criteria
into account, one can greatly reduce the scene size and rendering
time. By taking this approach more complex scenes can be rendered
in less time without loss of the image quality.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The demand for high quality graphics on games and production rendering is constantly increasing. Due to that demand, photorealistic
rendering techniques are used more and more because of their ability to render shadows, reflections and generally light phenomena,
otherwise very difficult or nearly impossible to be rendered by traditional rasterisation techniques, very accurately by simulating the
light interactions with the environment. This can be done by tracing
light rays in the scene. However this techniques in order to provide
these results needs to process large amounts of data and compute
billions light interactions making the process orders of magnitude
slower than traditional rasterisation.
The more detailed the assets used to compose the scene, the more
the data that have to be stored in memory and processed. When the
data exceeds the available video memory, must be split into chucks
and be transferred to the system memory or even stored in the hard
drive and accessed later. But because of the way these techniques
render scene using rays, multiple chunks might be needed to evaluate the contribution of each ray to the final image. This constant
demand for different data chunks and thus constant data transfers
from system memory or hard drive to video memory and vice versa
is becoming the bottleneck in the rendering process seriously affecting rendering times.
One way to mitigate that problem is to reduce the amount of data
a scene consists of by simplifying the asset’s geometry in way way
that the final render is affected as little as possible. There are techniques that do that and are based on geometrical criteria that try
to maintain an asset’s topology. Those methods however, in many
cases produce result that are clearly distinguishable and of lower
quality than the original. Instead of only using information about
the topology of an asset to simplify its geometry, a better approach
to minimize the impact of the simplification process to the final render is to gather information about how the light rays interact with
each asset and use this information to drive the decimation process.
In that way, parts of an asset or whole assets that do not contribute
to the final image can be heavily simplified, more than a traditional
simplification technique would allow, while the part that contributes
to the final image heavily can preserve details.
In this thesis, we evaluate the simplification method proposed by
Andreas Reich, Tobias Günther and Thorsten Grosch in their paper
called Illumination-driven Mesh Reduction for Accelerating Light Transport Simulations[13]. Our goal is to highlight the strengths and weak-
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nesses of this approach, to investigate how different scene setups
may affect the simplification quality and to see possible ways to improve and generalize the use cases this method can be applied to.

2

2

BACKGROUND

Before going into the proposed mesh simplification method, we give
a brief overview of the main rendering pipelines, rasterisation and
path tracing rendering techniques, specifically with the focus being
on path tracing techniques, mesh simplification techniques, mathematical background and the data structures used to accelerate the
rendering process.
2.1
2.1.1

theoretical foundations
Global Illumination

In the real world the image we see comes from light particles generated by light sources, bouncing around the environment and interacting with the different materials until finally they hit our eyes. That
interaction can be split into two categories. Direct illumination is the
part where the light particles interacts with a single object before
being perceived by our eyes, where indirect illumination is the part
of light particles that bounce around the scene a number of times
and interacts with many objects before finally reaching our eyes. In
order to produce photorealistic results when rendering a scene, both
direct and indirect illumination must be taken into account and calculated properly. To do those calculations every interaction of light
with the material of an object must be in agreement with the physical
laws. To achieve that every material must be described in terms of
the way it reflects light, absorbs light or emit light and generally the
way it interacts with light. This description is the material’s Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function. The first definition comes
from Fred Nicodemus[3] in 1965 as the differential of the reflected
radiance at ωr over the incident radiance Li times the cosine of the
angle between the ωi and the surface normal times the differential
of ωi . In simple terms the BRDF of a material describes the ratio of
reflected light at a point over incident light for specific directions:

fr (ωi , ωr ) =

dLr (ωr )
.
Li (ωi )cosθi dωi

(1)

Specifically for a photorealistic BRDF, the BRDF values should be
positive, which means that light reflected from a surface can not have
negative radiance. Conserving energy means that the total reflected
energy over all directions should be less or equal to one and should
obey Helmholtz reciprocity meaning fr (ωi , ωr ) = fr (ωr , ωi ). Also
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in Equation 1 it is assumed that the BRDF is independent of wavelength. In general this is not true. To model phenomena like iridescence or luminescence the dependence in wavelength must be taken
into account, by modifying the above expression to fr (λi , ωi , λr , ωr ).
Depending on the underlying analytical model in the BRDF’s implementation different materials can be modeled. Common models are the Lambertian that models perfectly diffuse surfaces, the
Blinn–Phong model that models plastic like specular surfaces, the
Cook–Torrance model which is a general model that represents surfaces as distributions of perfectly specular microfacets and accounts
for color shifting for metallic surfaces.
The idea behind BRDF can be generalized to account for any light
interaction and not only reflection. That generalization is called Bidirectional Scattering Distribution Function(BSDF). The BSDF consists
of two components, the reflectance modeled by the BRDF and the
transmittance modeled by the BTDF. To account for phenomena like
subsurface scattering, when light penetrates a material, the light is
diffused and it exits the material at a different location, the BSDF can
be modified further. The resulting function can is called Bidirectional
Scattering-Surface Distribution Function(BSSDF).
After formulating the light interaction with a material, we need to
define the cumulative contributions of all light interactions to produce an image. The basic formula every photorealistic rendering algorithm is based on is the Light Transport Equation or Rendering
Equation[12]. The Rendering Equation expresses the radiance equilibrium of the scene by taking into account the radiance light sources
and the material BSDFs. It is based on the fact that the difference of
outcoming and incoming energy equals the difference between emitted and absorbed energy.
Φo − Φi = Φe − Φa

(2)

This formula is a direct expression of energy conservation. Rearranging the above formula and applying it at a point p on a surface
and for a given direction (φr , θr ) we derive the RE as being sum
of the self-emitted radiance at the given direction and the integral
on all solid angles dωi of the hemisphere Ωi of the incoming radiance times the BSDF on that point with outcoming and incoming
directions being (φr , θr ) and (φi , θi ) respectively. The Φa is modeled inside the material’s BSDF:
Lr (p, φr , θr ) =Le (p, φr , θr )+
Z
(3)
Li (p, φi , θi )fr (p, φr , θr , φi , θi )cos(θi ) dωi .
Ωi
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The above integral can be rewritten to integrate over the visible
surfaces instead of the solid angles in a hemisphere by changing the
integration variable:

dωi =

cos(θy )dA
.
r2py

(4)

This allows us to express the incoming radiance towards p as the
outcoming radiance from a point y towards the direction of point
p. Moreover in order to generalize the integration to every point in
the scene without the need to calculate the integration boundaries
for each point, a visibility function V is used, that returns one if two
points are directly visible, otherwise it returns zero. The resulting
formula is

Lr (p, φr , θr ) =Le (p, φr , θr )+
Z
Lr (y, φy , θy )fr (p, φr , θr , φi , θi )G(p, y)V(p, y) dA,
§

(5)
with G(p, y) being equal to

G(p, y) =

cos(θi )cos(θy )
.
r2xy

(6)

This expression is useful in some implementations of ray tracing
algorithm that sample the surface of light sources. This integral is
impossible to be calculated analytically in general with some exceptions in simple scenes. To evaluate it some numerical method has to
be used.
2.1.2

Monte Carlo Integration

A numerical integration method that is simple and powerful enough
to calculated such integral as the one in Equation 3 is Monte Carlo integration. In order to calculate an integral of a function this method
calculates an estimation hIi that equals to the mean value of the function sampled at N random places. The selection of the N points is
required to be uniform across the integration space
b−a X
f(xi ).
N
N

hIi =

(7)

i=1

The estimation converges to the actual value of the integral as
the number of places that the function was sampled increases. This
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can be proven by computing the expected value of the above expression. Multi-dimensional integrals can also be calculated using
the same technique with the number of dimensions not affecting
the number of points needed. This an advantage compared to other
integration methods like quadrature techniques were the number
of required points raises with the number of dimensions. A drawback of this technique
√ though is the slow convergence rate which
is approximately O( N). However by biasing the sampling points
we can speed up the process while still converging to the real value
by dividing the function value at xi with probability to choose that
point p(xi ). While quadrature techniques usually converge faster in
single dimensional integrals as the number of dimensions raises the
convergence rate drops exponentially. Many ray tracing algorithms
have multi-dimensional integrals with a high number of dimensions
making Monte Carlo integration the only practical solution:
1 X f(xi )
hIi =
.
N
p(xi )
N

(8)

i=1

2.1.3

Bounding Volume Hierarchy

Ray tracing algorithms must perform ray to geometry intersection
tests to determine visibility and to calculate outcoming radiance. In
terms of polygonal meshes that can not be expressed in analytical
form, ray to primitive, usually triangle, intersections must be performed. With scenes containing millions of primitives the number of
intersections per frame that have to be performed is huge. In order
to reduce the number of intersections needed to decide if a ray hits
or misses, an appropriate data structure has to be used. To achieve
that, objects are surrounded by bounding volumes in 3D space and
that volume can be subdivided into smaller regions containing part
of the object any number of times needed, usually until a criterion
is met. The bounding volume can be of any shape but the intersection test must be performed quickly. Generally bounding boxes are
used, either AABB if it is aligned with the coordinate system axis
or OOBB if it is aligned with the object’s local coordinate system,
but it is also possible for cylinders, capsules, spheres and slabs to be
used. That hierarchy can be represented as tree structure with the
root node containing the whole object and having children that contain smaller bounding volumes. All the primitive then are contained
in the leaves of the tree. This can be expanded to the whole scene,
where in that case the root node bounding volume will contain all
the objects. Using that data structure in order to test for intersection
the BVH is traversed following the path that the ray-to-bounding
volume intersection succeeds. That approach reduces the hit deter-
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mination complexity from being O(n) to O(log n) assuming a binary
tree is used. An example of a BVH is shown in Figure 1.
There are two main construction approaches, a top down approach
and bottom up approach. The top-down methods work by subdividing the initial set of primitives into a number of subsets each one
bound by its bounding volume. The subdivision is performed iteratively at each subset until a minimum number of primitives per
subset is reached. Since the bounding volume is split in smaller and
smaller pieces this methods usually end up with non overlapping
bounds for every subset but primitive might be shared across different subsets. Another approach is to construct the BVH beginning
from the primitives. Then multiple primitives are grouped together
to form a bigger set that correspond to internal nodes. The grouping process continues until a single node remains and becomes the
root node. With this approach the resulting bounding volumes of
the subset might be overlapping but each primitive only belongs to
a single subset. Different implementations can use a combination of
these approaches to achieve different characteristics.

Figure 1: BVH visualization of a Stanford Bunny. Images show how a BVH
adjusts step by step to the mesh with several depth layers.From
How to create awesome accelerators: The Surface Area Heuristic by R.
Wiche, 2018, Medium. https://medium.com/@bromanz/howto-create-awesome-accelerators-the-surface-area-heuristice14b5dec6160

2.2

rendering concepts and algorithms

In order for a computer to render and display an object to the screen,
first the data that represent the object geometry needs to be processed in a way suitable for the rendering method. For real time
applications the preferred technique is rasterisation. Rasterisation is
able to render large and complex scenes very fast but with the disadvantage of being difficult to render various optical phenomena such
as caustics, god rays, reflections, global illumination, etc.
In case of production grade rendering such as movie special effects, product and architectural renders where photorealism is priority a different method is needed. Path tracing techniques, where rays
are traced from camera and depending on the implementation from
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the light sources colliding with the scene’s geometry, try to simulate
the way photons interact with real life objects.
2.2.1

Rasterisation Pipeline

The rasterisation method[11] has become the norm for real-time rendering. The goal of this method is to find which pixels are covered
by the triangles and to color them accordingly. To do that, a series of
operations are performed over the geometry of the scene often called
the graphics pipeline. Modern GPUs offer the ability to program the
way some of the steps of this method are executed. These programs
are called shaders and depending on the graphics API used, different programmable shaders may be available.
The rasterisation pipeline consists of four main stages as seen in
Figure 2: geometry setup, fragment generation, fragment shading
and fragment merging.

Figure 2: Rasterisation pipeline. The output of each step the pipeline
is shown. From 3D Graphics with OpenGL by C. H. Chuan.
https://www3.ntu.edu.sg/home/ehchua/programming/opengl/
CG_BasicsTheory.html

2.2.1.1

Geometry Setup

The geometry setup stage has the geometry data of the scene as an
input. In order to position every object of the scene in the correct
place inside the virtual world every vertex undergoes various geometric transformation. Every object initially expressed from in local
coordinate system(LCS) gets transformed to world coordinate system(WCS), to eye coordinate system(ECS) and finally to normalized
device coordinates(NDC). The transformation between the different
coordinate systems is performed inside the vertex shader with a matrix multiplication of every vertex of the primitive with a matrix that
expresses the scaling, rotation and translation of the objects in world
space, a change of coordinate system from world space into camera space and a projection. Since the vertex shader is programmable,
other computations can also be done inside, like vertex color computation and generally any sort of attribute s calculated that is specific
to the vertex being processed. Then the GPU transforms each primi-
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tive into a form suitable for the rasteriser to process efficiently. Usually every primitive independent of shape is broken down to simpler
ones like triangles. Triangles are preferred because as shapes are always co-planar and can be processed quickly. In order to remove excess geometry not visible by the camera, every primitive that is fully
outside the view frustum boundaries is clipped to avoid degenerate
triangle and impossible geometry. Those artifacts can be generated
because geometry behind near plane gets inverted. This also reduces
the amount of computation needed per frame, since later steps will
not process those primitives.

Figure 3: Clipping concave polygon ’W’ with a 5-sided convex polygon.
From Sutherland–Hodgman algorithm by W. Mula, 2008, Wikipedia.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sutherland–Hodgman_algorithm

However there may be some triangles that are partially inside the
view frustum boundaries. Those triangles need to be clipped, by using the Sutherland-Hodgman Clipping Algorithm. That algorithm is
capable of clipping arbitrary polygons inside convex polygonal regions. To do that the algorithm iteratively clips the polygon against
every segments of the polygonal region as shown in Figure 3. For
every segment of the bounding region and for every pair of consecutive vertices in the input polygon an intersection point is calculated.
Depending on the configuration of the pair of points and the region
segment, a combination of the intersection point and a point of the
current pair is kept. After the process has finished all the remaining
vertices are connected to form the clipped polygon. The generated
polygon needs to be re-triangulated. This process gets extended to
the 3D space with triangle to plane clipping. All that clipping is done
in NDC space to simplify comparisons.
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2.2.1.2

Fragment Generation

After positioning every primitive correctly inside the world space
and transforming the scene in an appropriate form, because the
screen has a finite resolution, it is convenient to transform the primitives from NDC to Screen Space. During that process every primitive will be represented by a collection of fragments which are pixel
based samples. In order to calculate the pixels that are covered by
each primitive, the Edge Equation Traversal algorithm is used. For
every pixel inside the bounding box of the primitive we check if
the pixel is being inside the primitive, by testing it against the edge
equations Equation 9 of the primitive:
e = sx − y + b
∆y
s=
∆x
y1 x2 − y2 x1
b=
.
x2 − x1

(9)
(10)
(11)

If for a pixel the value of e is positive for all the edges of the triangle the the pixel is inside the primitive’s area. During that step by
calculating the barycentric coordinates for each pixel, the per vertex
attributes are being interpolated an assigned to each fragment. We
can derive a function F for calculating the area of a triangle qp0 p1
for an arbitrary point q and an edge v̄ = p0 p1 if we take into consideration the area of a triangle calculated using the determinant of
two of its edges as:
F01 (q) = (y0 − y1 )xq + (x1 − x0 )yq + (x0 y1 − y + 0x1 ).

(12)

The same way we can write the equation for the other two edges
p1 p2 and p2 p0 . Dividing each equation with the area of the triangle
p0 p1 p2 we get the barycentric coordinates for the point q. The values
y0 − y1 , x1 − x0 and x0 y1 − y + 0x1 are constant per triangle and can
only be calculated once per triangle. This equation, because it takes
integer values since it operates on screen space can be computed
incrementally from the previous pixel using Equation 13.

F01 (xq + 1, yq ) = A01 (xq + 1) + B01 yq + C01 = F01 (xq , yq ) + A01 .
(13)
Because a primitive may partially cover a pixel in screen space, an
equal sized primitive oriented differently may cover a different number of pixels thus resulting in an inconsistent representation. Similar problems occur when a pixel is located on the edge between
two primitives. To mitigate those problems multiple samples may
be taken for every pixel and they should be averaged in order to
calculate the pixel coverage[10]. An example is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Example of determining pixel coverage using four samples
per pixel. From Anti Aliasing by J. de Vries, Learn OpenGL.
https://learnopengl.com/Advanced-OpenGL/Anti-Aliasing

2.2.1.3

Fragment Shading

For every fragment generated a color value needs to be computed.
In flat colored primitives the interpolated color value of the vertices
can be assigned. More complex shading algorithms however may
require textures and lighting information. Textures are being sampled based on the interpolated texture coordinates of the vertices
as well. In the shading process the visual outcome can also be controlled by the object material properties. Each material can specify its
base color, specular color, reflectance, roughness, etc. either by using
scalar values or textures. Combining those information, a fragment
can be shaded to look similar to a material like, sand, rock, metal
and generally any material the artist likes. There are many shading models with some of the most well known being Blinn–Phong,
Cook–Torrance and Ward anisotropic each one producing a different
visual style. In case of shadows however, the sampling of the shadow
map texture is done according to the fragment’s position on world
space as seen from the light source point of view. This stage of the
pipeline can be controlled by the user with the fragment shader. To
compute the shadow map texture the scene has to be rendered from
the light’s point of view for every light source in the scene. In case
of point lights specifically a cube map is needed so the scene might
need rendering 6 times to capture 6 different angles. That rendering
pass only needs to store the depth value. Then when a point needs
to determine whether or not it is under shadow, first its position has
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to be transformed from camera coordinate system to the light’s view
coordinate system. After that the depth value from the depth map is
compared to the under examination point depth. If the point’s depth
value is larger than the point in the shadow map then the point is
under shadow. A visualization of a shadow map is shown in Figure 5. The depth value is mapped in a white to black scale, with
white being max distance and black being 0.

Figure 5: A
visualization
of
a
shadow
map.
From
Variance Shadow Maps by M. Fisher, Matt’s Webcorner.
https://graphics.stanford.edu/~mdfisher/Shadows.html

2.2.1.4

Fragment Merging

After the fragments are shaded they need to pass the depth test.
Fragments that have a larger depth value than another in the same
pixel position are discarded. To achieve that for every pixel position
a depth value has to be stored in a buffer which is called Z-Buffer[15].
The buffer is usually initialized with the depth value of the far plane.
When a fragment it received, its depth value is checked against the
Z-Buffer at the corresponding pixel position and if the fragment
depth is larger, the fragment is discarded. Otherwise the fragments
is stored and the Z-Buffer is updated. The buffer initial value as well
as the comparison operation can be customized to achieve different
effects. In case of transparent objects however, that does not produce the correct image, thus transparent objects tend to be rendered
without depth test enabled. An algorithm that tries to resolve the
transparency problem is called A-Buffer. Instead of keeping a single
depth value per pixel position, a sorted list of all fragments is kept
and then each list is merged front to back. For the final image to be
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rendered every fragment that passed the depth test contributes to
the image buffer at its pixel position depending on its pixel coverage
and transparency.

Figure 6: Z-Buffer algorithm schematic from [2]. Fragment closer to the projection plane overwrite are written in the Z Buffer.

2.2.2

Ray Tracing

For real time applications like games the rasterisation method offers good performance and visual quality even for complex scenes.
However the rendering result cannot be described as photorealistic.
Various optical effects can only be approximated often with artifacts
occurring or even the approximation of those end up with unnatural results. Ray tracing tries to simulate the interactions between the
light emitted from the light sources and the geometry of the scene,
just like the way photons interact with matter in real life.
In real world, a light source produces photons which under normal circumstances travel at a straight line. Every photon carries an
amount of energy, some of which is reflected, refracted, or absorbed
at every interaction with matter. Finally the image we see is the sum
of all photons that hit our eyes. The basic idea of the algorithm follows this exact logic but in reverse. Rays originating from the camera
are traced inside the scene. When a ray hits an object, depending the
on the material’s properties, it can be refracted, reflected or absorbed
just like in real world. The reason the rays start from the camera instead of the light sources is because, just like in real world, the majority of the light rays that start from a random light source do not
end up hitting the camera sensor. So if the rays were traced from the
lights sources the majority of the computation would be discarded
and the whole process would be extremely inefficient.
In the simple case of a pinhole camera model during the ray generation step, a ray is generated originating from the pinhole camera
and pass through a virtual screen in front of the camera at a spe-
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cific pixel. Due to the fact that pixels at the virtual screen have area
a point has to be selected from which the ray should pass through.
After the ray generation each ray has to be checked for intersection
against the scene so that the closest intersecting primitive is found
and the pixel that corresponds to the ray is shaded according to the
primitive’s material, by using the material’s BRDF. In order to avoid
the intersection of the ray with every primitive, data structures like
BVHs are used to reduce the needed number of intersections.
At every intersection point p the outcoming radiance towards the
ray’s origin has to be calculated. The outcoming radiance can be
expressed as the sum of direct illumination and indirect illumination.
Based on the RE the direct illumination component in the general
case with any number of light sources can be calculated, by using
Monte Carlo integration over the ray paths as
hLr (p, φr , θr )i =
1 X Le (yi , φyj , θyj )fr (φr , θr , φi , θi )G(p, yi )V(p, xi )
,
N
pL (ki )p(yi |ki )
N

(14)

i=1

where yi is a random point on the surface of a light source k,
pL (ki ) the possibility to choose the k light source and p(yi |ki ) the
possibility to choose theyi given the source k. Figure 7 shows a basic
ray tracing scenario. Depending of the BRDF a ray might chose a
direction after intersecting with a primitive that is not deterministic
but rather follows a distribution. To calculate shadows compared to
the rasterisation techniques no shadow map is needed. Simply a ray
is cast towards the light source from an intersection point and if no
intersection is found then the point is not in shadow.
Several advancements to this method have been proposed over the
years with each one having its own strengths and weaknesses.
2.2.2.1

Recursive Ray Tracing

In recursive ray tracing[16] the first iteration of the algorithm is identical to the ray casting technique. The ray casting technique simply
traces a single ray per pixel. When a ray intersects with a primitive
then the color of the intersection point is calculated and the pixel is
colored that way. In recursive ray tracing however, when the closest
intersection of ray is found the algorithm does not end. Instead more
rays are being generated and cast originating from the intersection
point. Those rays can be shadow rays that are cast towards the light
sources and if no intersection is found then the point is directly lit
from the light source. In that way, shadows can be determined. At
Another type of ray is the reflection ray, that is cast towards the direction dictated by the reflection angle calculated for the given material,
by using its BRDF. In case of glossy and mirror like materials in order to calculate their color sampling only the color of the material
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Figure 7: Basic ray tracing pipeline. At each hit point more rays are
generated depending on material properties. From Basic Ray
Tracing, ChaosGroup. https://docs.chaosgroup.com/display/
VRHINO/Basic+Ray+Tracing

is not enough. The color of mirrored materials has to be calculated
also at that point. The third type of ray is a refraction ray that are
cast towards the direction dictated by the refraction angle given by
the BRDF if the material is transparent. This way transparent material can bend rays according to their refraction index to accurately
show the objects behind them. Those rays are called secondary rays.
For those rays, except of the shadow rays at each intersection more
rays can be generated following the same principle as seen in Figure 8. Eventually a tree like structure or rays is generated for each

Figure 8: Recursive ray tracing. At every hit point all types of rays
are cast(shadow, reflection and refraction). From Ray Tracing
Essentials Part 1: Basics of Ray Tracing, 2020, Nvidia Developer. https://news.developer.nvidia.com/ray-tracing-essentialspart-1-basics-of-ray-tracing/

pixel. Because this process is recursive a bound must be set, either a
maximum number of recursion depth, a minimum amount of light
carried by a ray in order to generate more rays at intersection or a
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combination of both to ensure that at some point each ray finishes
the tracing process. When no more rays are being cast, the ray path is
traversed in reverse combining the light information carried by each
ray at every intersection until reaching the camera. The result is a lot
more photorealistic the just ray casting but with a lot more added
cost in terms of memory and computation cycles.
Algorithm 1 : Recursive Ray Tracing algorithm
foreach pixel in screen do
calculateDirection();
traceRay(pixel, direction);
setColor();
end
Function traceRay(pixel, direction):
initializeColor();
if closehit found then
calculateColor();
if not maxDepth and light not zero then
foreach light in light sources do
traceShadow(pixel, light);
end
if isGlossy then
calculateReflectionDirection();
traceRay(pixel, direction);
end
if isTransparent then
calculateRefractionDirection();
traceRay(pixel, direction);
end
updateColor();
end
return color;
end

2.2.2.2

Distributed Ray Tracing

The recursive ray tracing algorithm presented can produce unrealistic results in many occasions, such as perfectly shard shadows or
perfectly reflected and refracted images that can not exist in physical
world. Generally recursive ray tracing can not render soft phenomena like depth of filed, motion blur and soft shadows because only
one sample is generated for each pixel. Distributed ray tracing[7] provides a solution to those problems but with a significant increase
in computation. In order to alleviated those problems, multiple rays
are averaged to compute the final pixel value for each pixel. Moreover to account for soft phenomena some randomness is added at
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the sampling process. For example, the shadow rays can test for visibility at a randomly sampled position on the light surface and not a
fixed position. That is suitable for light sources that do not emit light
uniformly across their surface. Also because the position on the light
source that is checks for visibility is random area light sources can
sometimes directly light a point marginally behind another object
and sometimes not creating the soft shadow effect.

Figure 9: A distributed ray tracing ray example. The direction for reflection
and refraction rays is sampled from a distribution as well as the
position on the lens.[7]

Additionally in case of reflection and refraction rays the angle determining the resulting ray’s direction is not constant but it is also
sampled from a distribution that describes the object’s material, this
being the preferred direction of the BSDF. Just like shadows, this can
allow blurry reflections and refractions to be rendered. A rough but
glossy surface like brushed metal can be rendered more accurately
in that way. In order to produce motion blur effects rays can be sampled at different points in time. Depending on the time each ray is
cast sometimes they might intersect with an object and sometimes
might not because of it moving. Blending those sample together result in an object blurred in the direction of its movement. Depth of
field can be achieved accordingly be randomizing at each sample
the initial ray’s origin on the camera lens, if an area camera is used
instead of a pinhole one.
2.2.2.3

Stochastic Path Tracing

The distribution ray tracing algorithm produces realistic looking images. However, because it creates a tree of rays(by casting multiple
rays at every ray intersection) just like the recursive ray tracing algorithm, the memory requirements grow exponentially with the increase of recursion depth. Path tracing solves that problem by choosing one ray type at random at each intersection. That approach tries
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to solve the Rendering Equation, by using the Monte Carlo integration and transforms it to the form of Equation 15.
hLr (p, φr , θr )i =Le (p, φr , θr )+
N
1 X Li (p, φi , θi )fr (p, φr , θr , φi , θi )cos(θi ) (15)
.
N
p(φr , θr , φi , θi )
i=1

When an intersection is found, a single shadow ray is always cast
at a random light source or at all light sources. This is important to
estimate the illumination of the scene correctly. If shadow rays are
not cast at each step then the number of rays that will hit the light
sources is too small and to have an acceptable result the number of
rays that had to be traced would be prohibitively large. This problem
is exactly the problem we had if the rays were traced from the light
sources to the camera. Since the only way of direct lighting is light
sources we can split the sum in Equation 15 in two different sums.
One for the direct illumination that is calculated at every intersection
and the other for indirect lighting. The direct lighting can be calculated separately and because we sample from their known surface
area the sum can be calculated, by using Equation 5 as
hLrdirect (p, φr , θr )i =
NL
1 X
Le (p 0 , φi , θi )fr (p, φr , θr , φi , θi )V(p, p 0 )G(p, p 0 )
.
NL
p(φr , θr , φi , θi )

(16)

i=1

After direct light estimation a single new ray is being cast which
can either be a refraction or a reflection ray. The probability to cast
a specific ray type is governed by the material’s index of refraction.
By using the index of refraction and the Fresnel equations at the
intersection point, we calculate the transmission coefficient
t=

2ni cosθi
.
ni cosθi + nt cosθt

(17)

From the transmission coefficient we can calculate the amount of
transmitted energy
T=

nt cosθt 2
t
ni cosθi

(18)

and because of the energy conservation requirement, reflected energy and transmitted energy should be equal to the energy of the
incident ray. By normalizing reflected and transmitted energy to add
up to 1, we can use those numbers as probabilities of casting a reflective or refractive ray. The other properties of the material, such as its
roughness for example dictate the distribution of the rays either reflected or refracted around the ideal direction as if the material was
perfectly specular.
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2.2.2.4

Photon Mapping

Certain light phenomena, like caustics can take a lot of time to be
rendered properly using traditional methods. Especially in the case
of point light sources, rays traced from the camera that end hitting
the light source are rare. To solve that an extra pass needs to be
done. Before executing the path tracing step, light rays are being
generated and traced from the light sources in a similar manner as
camera rays would be traced but without the need for shadow rays.
The intersection of the lights rays with the scene geometry are stored
into a data structure capable of nearest-neighbor queries such as a
kd-tree called a Photon Map. During the path tracing pass at each
intersection the photon map is checked for light intersections close
to the camera intersections. The photon map stored intersection that
found near the camera ray intersection are used to calculate indirect
illumination and caustic effects.
This approach will converge to the correct result as the number of
traced photons increases towards infinity. However due to the fact
that photons have to be stored in memory, tracing infinite photons
is impossible. Because of that the accuracy of the method is directly
bound to the amount of memory available, thus cannot grow arbitrarily.

Figure 10: Photon mapping example. Camera rays that hit diffuse surfaces
accumulate flux deposited by photons around the hit point.[8]

2.2.2.5

Progressive Photon Mapping

One way to surpass the memory limitation of the traditional photon
mapping is called Progressive Photon Mapping[6]. Instead of generating the photon map in one pass, the generation is broken down
into an arbitrary number of passes, where each pass traces a given
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number of photons, which allow to give an arbitrarily accurate solution to the rendering problem. After each photon tracing pass for every camera hit point we calculate the of the photons. Then the traced
photons are discarded and an new set of photons is traced. The radius around the hit points that accumulates photons is reduced after
every iteration approaching zero while the number of iterations goes
towards infinity. This along with correcting the accumulated flux and
taking into account the total number of emitted photons allows the
method to converge to the correct result.
A variant of this technique called Probabilistic Progressive Photon Mapping[8] eliminated the need to carry local density estimation statistics across iteration, while still achieving convergence, by
showing that the rate of shrinking the radius of hit points is independent of local photon density. The radiance is given by the sum of all
emitted photons M multiplied by a kernel kr , which determines the
weight of each photon, times the photon contribution γj normalized
by the total number of photons:
1 X
L(x, ω) =
kr (xj − x)γj .
M
M

(19)

j=1

The radius shrinking at each iteration is controlled by a parameter
α which stays constant and must be between zero and one exclusive:
r
ri+1 = ri

2.3

i+α
i+1

(20)

basic mesh simplification algorithms

Mesh simplification is the process where a polygonal mesh is transformed to another simpler mesh, a mesh with fewer faces and consequently fewer edges and vertices. Complex and very detailed geometry depending on the case do not need the extra information to be
rendered correctly. In order however to decide what information can
be omitted during the mesh simplification quality criteria depending on the case are being used. Mesh simplification algorithms are
reversible given that all original data were retained. In other words,
the simplification steps are deterministic, given a vertex importance
criterion. The motive behind this process is to speed up the rendering times and reduce the memory footprint while rendering a scene.
For photorealistic rendering methods reducing the memory needed
heavily affects required time since it can avoid situation when outof-core rendering is needed.
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2.3.1

Vertex Clustering

Vertex clustering is a general and fast method for simplifying meshes
with an O(n) complexity where n is the number of vertices. However
the resulting mesh is of significantly lower quality and might not be
2-manifold making it not suitable for some use cases. The algorithm
works by first subdividing into cells the mesh bounding space. The
bounding space can be uniformly subdivided but in order to increase
decimation quality, a technique called floating-cell clustering[14] can
be used where the clustering cells are centered around the vertices
with the highest weight. The weight of each vertex is given by θ1
where θ is the maximum angle between all pairs of incident edges on
the under examination vertex as well as the size of the faces bounded
by the vertex. The first factor comes from the fact that θ1 reflects
the probability that the vertex is lying at the objects silhouette. For
angles close to 0 that estimator tents to infinity so a better estimator
is derived by constructing what shown in Figure 11.
Using as estimator the ratio of the area of the sphere minus the
top cap minus the bottom cap and dividing by the area of the sphere
the new estimator is
4πr2 − 2πr2 (1 − cos θ2 ) − 2πr2 (1 − cos θ2 )
θ
= cos .
2
4πr
2

(21)

First, every vertex gets a weight based on the the two estimators
presented above and then they are sorted in a descending order.
Then the bounding space is uniformly subdivided with cubical grid
size equal to the clustering cell size. When a clustering cell is generated, it can be associated to the grid that contains the clustering cell’s
center vertex. This way clustering cells may intersect one another but
at most 8 clustering cells can be associated with a grid since no center vertex of a clustering cell can be inside another clustering cell.
Then for each vertex starting with the one with the lower weight,
we test if this vertex is inside the clustering cell. For every clustering cell that contains it the distance to cell’s center is calculated and

Figure 11: Grading estimator[14]
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the one with the minimum distance is chosen. The clustering cell is
centered around the highest weighted vertex and and the contained
vertices are replaced by a representative vertex that is not part of the
decimation process. If no clustering cell is found that contains the
vertex, then an new clustering cell is created centered around the
vertex. The time complexity of this method is slightly worse due to
the sorting step that takes O(nlogn) time.
Incremental Decimation

2.3.2

Incremental decimation compared to vertex clustering works at one
vertex or edge at a time. All the edges have a score which ranks them
among all the other edges, with the most suitable edge for collapse
having either the lowest or highest score depending on the implementation. The score is derived from user criteria and can even forbid an edge from being collapsed. At each iteration the most suitable
vertex or edge is being collapsed and then the degenerate triangles
that are formed from the collapse process are being removed. The
newly formed vertices or edges are evaluated and get a score. The
process is repeated until no suitable element for collapse exists or a
stopping condition is met.
2.3.2.1

Quadric Error Metric Decimation

An example of an incremental algorithm is the Quadric Error Metric
Decimation[5]. This algorithm works by performing pair contraction
and has as criteria the quadric error distance. In order to evaluate
and give a score to every edge we assign a 4 by 4 symmetric matrix
to every vertex. The error for a vertex v is given by ∆(v) = vT Qv.
Initially the Q matrices need calculation. Given a normalized plane
equation P : ax + by + zc + d = 0 and a vertex v we calculate the
square of the distance between them as

(PT · v)2 = (PT · v)T (PT · v) = vT PPT v.

(22)

So the distance square can be calculated with respect to a vertex v,
by using the matrix MP = PPT . For each vertex of a mesh the error
matrix Q is given by the sum of all MP , where P is the plane of the
triangle:

Qv =

X

MP .

(23)

P 0 sincidenttov

After the initial error calculation for the vertices, the list of valid
edges needs computation. An edge is valid for collapse if the vertices
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are connected with an edge, or if their distance is less than a user
defined threshold . Then for every valid edge a collapse score and
a new vertex must be computed. Equation 24 calculates the error
of the edge collapse when the vertex v is chosen as the new vertex.
We must find the v that minimizes this error. This computation is
easy since vT Qv is a second order function; the partial derivatives
for (x, y, z) must be zero:

∆(v) =

vT (Qp + Qq )v
.
2

(24)

When all edges have an error value and a new point assigned to
them, we sort all edges in descending order according to their error
value. We iteratively remove an edge with vertices p, q and substitute
it with vertex v. The error matrix of this new vertex is the sum of the
two error matrices Qp , Qq.
Algorithm 2 : Error Quadric decimation algorithm
computeErrorMatrices();
computeValidEdges();
foreach valid edge do
computeSubstitutionVertex();
AddCollapseToHeap();
end
while exist valid edges and target not reached do
getEdgeWithMinimumCost();
collapseEdge();
UpdateMeshAndEdgeCostHeap();
end

2.4

related work

In their work Image-driven simplification[4], Peter Lindstrom and Greg
Turk, proposed a method for simplifying the geometry of 3D scenes
by iteratively collapsing edges using as a metric, for determining
which edge to collapse, the visual difference caused by that collapse.
Initially a set of images Y0 is captured from different view positions
to better capture the object. Then for each edge of the object the visual difference is calculated as if it was collapsed. The replacement
vertex for the collapse is chosen in a way to minimize sum of the
volumetric changes of tetrahedral volumes Figure 12. To avoid rendering the entire scene only a small region around the affected edge
is rendered specifically the only the triangles that are cost of collapsing that are bounded by the edge vertices. An axis aligned bounding
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Figure 12: Tetrahedral volume example. The colapse of edge e produces
the given changes in the neighboring triangles that needs to be
minimized. [4]

box in screen space is generated for those triangles. Based on that,
the cost of collapsing an edge e after k collapses is given by

f(e, k) =

l X
m X
n
X
2
0
k
2
{(y0hij − yk+1
hij ) − (yhij − yhij ) }.

(25)

h=1 i=i j=1

To quickly generate a new set of images, a 2D hashmap is used
for the storage of the triangles that appear under each pixel. When
an new set needs to be generated the set of affected triangles can
calculate the image area that is affected. The edge collapse is performed, the triangles are rendered with the result being written in
the image’s affected area. In this way the image set can only update
the region that is affected and not render the entire image. At each
rendering both previously occluded and not occluded triangles are
rendered.
While this method is effective in minimizing the local effect of an
edge collapse but when an edge collapse affect the whole rendered
image as an example unblocking a light source or altering a caustics
pattern this method fails to capture that change unless rendering
again the whole scene which is computationally inefficient.
A perceptual simplification approach was introduced by Nicolas
Menzel and Michael Guthe. According to their method[9], an object
is simplified iteratively by collapsing edges up to the point that the
collapses produce a final image that deviates from the original more
that a given amount. In comparison with the previous methods, in
their approach, the visual difference is not measured by per-pixel
comparison of rendered images but rather by comparing the visual
difference between BRDFs. The perceptual model they used depends
on the contrast of a surface area to determine whether an edge collapse is visible or not. The simplification pipeline that is being used
combines both geometrical and visual metrics. First for every edge
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Figure 13: Visualization of BRDF Sampling at an area from around the
hemisphere. The right image shows the resulting reflectance
field. [9]

the geometric error is calculated by using the quadric error metric.
During that step the representative vertex of each edge is calculated.
The edges are sorted and stored in a heap with the edge with the lowest error being first. Then until no more collapses are possible, the
first edge is selected. The visual error for its collapse is calculated
and if it is larger that the estimated geometrical error the collapse
is postponed. To calculate the visual error, the BRDF is sampled at
the area that is being simplified from all possible light and view directions Figure 13. To compute the final error the distance that the
difference in BRDF will not be perceivable and the visual masking
of the error are taken into consideration. If the visual error is smaller
that the estimated geometrical one, the Hausdorff distance is computed to preserve the silhouettes. If the actual geometrical error is
larger than the estimated the collapse is again postponed, otherwise
the collapse is performed and the the affected edges update their
error estimation.
Compared to the previous method, this one operates only on the
vertices of a mesh compared to the rendered image speeding up
the simplification process. However this method does not take into
consideration the specific camera and light positions of the scene but
rather tries to simplify the model in a more general scenario which
might produce a less optimal simplification for specific camera and
light setup.
Andreas Reich, Tobias Günther and Thorsten Grosch in their paper
called Illumination-driven Mesh Reduction for Accelerating Light Transport Simulations[13] proposed a method for simplifying the geometry of the scene while trying to maintaining the visual aspects of the
scene like illumination effects and realism with more focus given on
maintaining high frequency light effects like caustics. This thesis is
based on that idea and is explained in detail in the next chapter.
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Algorithm 3 : Perceptual Simplification algorithm
calculateErrorQuardics();
createEdgePQ();
while threshold not reached do
getMinErrorEdge();
getVisualError();
if visualError > errorEstimation then
postponeCollapse();
end
getHausdorffDistance();
if HausdorffDistance > errorEstimation then
postponeCollapse();
end
collapseEdge();
updateEdgePQ();
end
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The method proposed by Reich, Günther and Grosch tries to simplify a given scene while maintaining high frequency light effects,
by estimating the importance of each primitive in the scene based
on the light and camera rays that intersect with each primitive. The
algorithm has two basic parts. During the first part the scene is rendered in a way appropriate to gather importance. Then every mesh
in the scene is decimated according to its gathered importance until
the required level of simplification has been achieved, or no more
simplification is possible.
3.1

basic idea

Having as the main goal to minimize the error in the final image
after simplification by maintaining both visible geometry as well as
indirect lightning effects, they had to come up with an importance
heuristic that ranks each vertex according to its contribution to the
final image. Using the progressive photon mapping technique, directly visible geometry is dependent on camera rays traced in the
scene and indirect lighting effects like caustics are dependent on
photons traced in the scene. The final estimator for each pixel sample takes into account both direct and indirect light sampled by the
camera paths and the light transported by the light paths via density
estimation at the camera hit point. With that in mind camera paths
should always contribute to the importance of a face while photon
paths should only contribute if they connect with a camera path.
3.2

primitive importance

As said before, in order for the meshes to be simplified first for every primitive in the scene an importance value must be calculated.
The importance of each primitive is calculated based on the visible
radiance which is the result of the camera and lights rays that hit
the primitive. In order to calculate the importance a process similar
to the progressive photon mapping rendering is used. Camera and
photon rays are traced across the scene storing the hit points and
generating camera and light paths. If the importance of a primitive
is defined as I, then for every primitive T the importance can be expressed as the sum of the weights Î of all paths that hit the primitive.
Each path x̄i consists of a camera subpath z̄i and possibly a light subpath ȳi so that the total path has the form x̄i = (zi0 , zi1 , . . . , yi1 , yi0 ).
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Subsequently the primitive’s importance is given by the following
expression


|z̄i |
|ȳi |
N
X
1 X X
I(T) =
γ
Î(zij , T) +
Î(yij , T)
(26)
AT
i=1

j=1

j=1

The γ coefficient weighs the camera paths. A value higher than one
makes directly visible geometry being less decimated due to higher
importance whereas a value lower than one will preserve better geometry that contributes indirectly. The weight of a path for some
primitive T is the sum of weights of the individual path segments.
To preserve surface details as well as to avoid jagged edges around
objects, path segments with large angles between the segments incident direction and the primitives normal are more important. The
weight of the path segment’s given by

 1 − n ◦ xij −xij−1
if xij ∈ T
T
|xij −xij−1 |
Î(xij , T) =
(27)
 0
else
This way primitives that define edges around meshes are preserved better than geometry that is perpendicular to the subpath.
In general geometry that is hit by camera and light rays perpendicularly, even if it is highly tessellated, it can be decimated heavily
without much visual distortion especially in case of diffuse materials.
Finally the per-primitive importance can be converted to the pervertex importance needed for the decimation process by taking the
area weighted average of all neighboring primitives’ importance values. The reason behind weighting the importance with the face area
is to eliminate the effect of large primitives given high importance
just because of their large area. If a primitive is larger than a neighboring one more light and camera rays might pass through it in general and gather higher importance while the neighboring one might
gather slightly less importance but contributing overall more. An example could be a flat surface with a crack in a spot. The flat pieces
because they are significantly larger will gather gather more importance but the small primitives in the cracked area with cause the
caustics and will be more impactful in the final rendering. To gather
the importance a modified version of progressive photon mapping
algorithm is used. In the photon pass each photon instead of storing information about the light intensity, is holding the importance
value for the specific path segment in order to avoid the need to recalculate it every time it has to deposit it in a primitive. In the camera
pass at every intersection the primitive importance value is directly
updated, by using the previous equation weighted by the γ value.
The camera hit points are stored to be used later in the radius search
pass.
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Figure 14: Importance mean square change (Reich, Günther, Grosch)[13]

Finally to perform the importance gathering we iterate over all the
camera hit points. At every hit point we perform a radius search on
photon map calculated with the photon hit points from the photon
pass. Every photon that is inside the radius of camera hit point deposits its importance to its corresponding primitive and its photon
path is iterated backwards and every photon in the path deposits its
importance. Every photon might deposit its importance more than
once to its primitive if its photon path is connected with with multiple camera paths. This process, of tracing photons, camera rays
and doing radius search, is repeated a number of times and the cumulative importance is normalized over the number of iterations.
As shown in the original paper the gather importance converges
at around 100 iterations, with minimal change happening after that
point, as shown in Figure 14.
3.3

decimation factors

Once the importance gathering has finished, the decimation process
can begin. Two approaches can be taken at this step. Either all the
meshes can be joined and decimated all at the same time or each
mesh has to be decimated separately. If the first approach is chosen
at every decimation step the best edge for collapse is chosen regardless the mesh it belongs to. However because all meshes must be in
memory, in large scenes this approach might not be possible. In the
later case decimation factors must be computed for each mesh taking into account the sum of importance values of all the primitives
that form the mesh as well as the total importance value of the scene.
The individual decimation factors must result to a decimation of the
scene approximately equal as if the joined meshes decimated with a
factor D. To do that the decimation factor di for each mesh are initialized to the unnormalized importance values of the corresponding
meshes and the total vertex count after decimation VD , is calculated
by summing the vertex count vi of each mesh and multiplying it
with a general decimation factor D. The the total vertex count after
decimating with the individual decimation factors Vd is calculated
and the decimation factor of each mesh is normalized:
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VD =
Vd =
0

X
X

di = di ·

vi · D

(28)

v i · di

(29)

VD
.
Vd

(30)

These last two steps may be performed more than once, if a decimation factor exceeds one, in which case the decimation factor is
clamped to one before repeating the normalization. The importance
values should be unnormalized, in order to account for the real mesh
importance. Otherwise small primitives with area close to zero might
give the entire mesh falsely high importance.
3.4

importance based mesh simplification

The simplification process is based on iterative edge collapses. For
every vertex the best collapse candidate is decided and stored alongside with an error value in a priority queue. A collapse is considered to be invalid if the resulting mesh is non-manifold or selfintersecting. For a vertex the best candidate for collapse is considered the vertex with the lowest importance value within the local
ring. To express the collapse error, the sum of the importance values
of the vertices in the local ring is used. The heuristic used prefers
to collapse vertices that have small collapse error, thus belong to
low importance areas. This leads to merge first the primitives that
do not contribute much to the final render. This method, because it
does not take the quality metrics into consideration, may result in
loss of detail and locally flipped normals. To counter that, instead of
combining this method with error quadrics which requires careful
weighting because those two methods consider completely different
aspects of the mesh, a condition is used which prohibits collapses
that result in a rotation of primitive normals of more than a given
angle amax . Generally a value of amax = 60◦ gives acceptable results without restraining the decimation process.
The above process is performed iteratively until the vertex count target has been reached or there are no more valid collapses remaining.
After every edge collapse the importance values of all the vertices in
the local ring needs to be updated. The resulting vertex generated at
the collapse point has an importance value equal to the sum of the
two collapsed vertices.
3.5

importance mapping

The main focus in simplifying large scene is to avoid out-of-core rendering scenarios. However if the scene does not fit into VRAM then
the importance sampling process has to be performed out-of-core
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Figure 15: Edge collapse process (Reich, Günther, Grosch)[13]

and thus defeating its purpose. For that reason it is useful to perform the importance sampling by using already decimated meshes
and then project the gathered importance to the original mesh so as
to drive the decimation of the original mesh. In order to get better
results this process can be repeated again by using the newly decimated mesh for the sampling step and project again the new importance to the original mesh. Performing multiple passes on meshes
that decimated by using view independent techniques can improve
the rendered image accuracy because in each pass the model if refined and the importance that gathers converges to the one that the
original mesh would gather.
Algorithm 4 : Multi-pass simplification process
nonImportanceDecimation();
setMeshes();
for i ← 0 to iterations do
importanceSampling();
mapImportanceToOriginal();
decimateOriginal();
setNewMeshes();
end
The initial simplification can be done by any view-independent
algorithm. In order for us to be able to do the mapping, some additional information needs to be kept. First the every vertex in the
original mesh should keep track of which vertex it was collapsed
and every vertex in the decimated mesh should save its index in the
original mesh. Then, after the importance acquisition, the per vertex
importance can be mapped to the original mesh. Every vertex in the
original mesh is mapped to a vertex in the decimated mesh and inherits its importance. The mapping can be done by connecting to a
vertex that still exists and has at some point collapsed with this specific vertex. After the mapping, the mesh has areas of equal importance. To rank the vertices inside those areas we count the number of
collapses that each vertex undergoes to eventually map that vertex.
The ones with the smaller values are preferred.
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For rendering sample images we used a progressive photon mapping algorithm[1] and for importance sampling we used a modified version of that. All algorithms were implemented inside the
GLOW rendering engine, developed by the AUEB Graphics Group
researchers, using NVIDIA OptiX 7.1. To keep the results comparable with the original paper the camera rays depth as well as the light
rays depth was set to 16 and 8 respectively. For mesh decimation the
libigl framework was used.
4.1

importance sampling

We allocate three continuous buffer for the entire scene for storing
the camera ray intersections, the light ray intersections as well the
importance of every primitive. During the light pass we calculate
the photon importance per intersection for later use. After the light
and camera pass, we construct a photon map used for determining
the light and camera path connectivity via radius search. When an
intersection is found the light path is iterated reversely adding its
importance to the visiting primitive. Each light sub-path may be iterated more than once if a light path containing it intersects with
multiple camera paths or different parts of the same camera path.
This allows for sub-paths that are present in more intersections and
thereby have a greater impact in the final render, to contribute more
importance to their visited triangles.
Since a continuous buffer is used for the importance, but some
techniques process every mesh separately, an index is kept for identifying the mesh bounds inside the buffer. After the radius search is
finished the importance buffer is transferred to the CPU. Alongside
the importance buffer, we also transfer the geometry data from the
GPU to the CPU to ensure that the importance data correspond to
geometry data we have. Due to the fact that the data inside NVIDIA
OptiX are stored in an uncompressed form before decimating the
mesh, the data has to be formatted properly.
4.1.1

Photon and Camera importance sampling in NVIDIA OptiX

Both the importance from camera rays and photon rays are calculated on the GPU and traced using the NVIDIA OptiX framework.
The algorithm itself is a modified version of the progressive photon
mapping algorithm[1]. The NVIDIA OptiX implementation is based
of three functions. The raygen function generates the desired type of
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Algorithm 5 : Importance sampling process
initialization(); for j ← 0 to importanceIterations do
for i ← 0 to numPhotons do
while photon has energy and bounce limit not reached do
tracePhoton();
calculateImportance();
storePhoton();
end
end
for i ← 0 to numImportons do
while importon has energy and bounce limit not reached do
traceImporton();
calculateImportance();
updateMeshImportance();
storeImporton();
end
end
buildPhotonMap();
foreach importon stored do
radiusSearch();
foreach photon in radius do
while photon in path until reach source do
getPhotonImportance();
updateMeshImportance();
end
end
end
normalizeImportance();
end

ray. In case of camera rays, one ray is generated per pixel per iteration. After the rays initial direction is calculated, it is traced in the
scene. If a hit is found then the closehit function is called. The closehit
program record the mesh it hit, the face index, the position and the
normal of the face. Then depending on the material type, either a
new ray direction is calculated using the material’s BSDF in case the
material is glossy as well as the throughput of the ray. The throughput reflect the amount of available information that the ray can carry
and at every intersection that amount is reduced exactly like a light
ray losses power at every interaction with a material in the real world.
In case the material is diffuse or emissive or the throughput is zero
the ray should not be traced any more. After the ray closehit program
returns, the ray’s direction is updated and the importance of generated at that hit point is deposited on the primitive that got hit using
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equation Equation 27. The ray is traced again until maximum depth
is reached or it is flagged by the closehit program.
The photon pass is similar to the camera pass. Instead of a ray
for each pixel, the photon raygen program emits a predetermined
amount of rays, with each ray originating from a random light source
with a direction depending on the light source. For example, for a
point light source the direction is chosen randomly with equal probability. in case of an area light source, a random point on its surface
is chosen as the photon ray origin. The photon ray is traced in the
scene and when the closest hit is found the photon closehit program
is called. Just like in the camera closehit program the program record
the mesh it hit, the face index, the position and the normal of the
face and also generates a bounding box for the intersection point
to be used later in the photon map build. Then based on the materials BSDF the remaining power of the photon is calculated. If the
remaining power is zero the the ray should be terminated. After the
photon closehit program returns the importance a the hit point is calculated based on equation Equation 27 but it is stored on the photon
record than directly deposited on the primitive it hit. the photon ray
is traced again after its direction is updated, until maximum depth
is reached or it is flagged by the closehit program.
Both the camera and the photon programs share similarities in the
way that the remaining power left in the photon or camera particle
importance is calculated. Specifically both sample the BSDF to calculate the fraction of scattered light at some out direction, given the in
direction equal to the direction of the ray, and the probability the ray
to be scattered at that direction.
4.1.2

Radius search in NVIDIA OptiX

After the photon and camera trace are finished, the mesh importance
needs to be calculated. First a photon map needs to be built by using the photon intersections from the photon tracing pass. A BVH
structure is built containing all the photon hit positions in the form
of spheres with radius r. Then for every pixel a raygen program is
called so that for every camera hit point generated from the ray that
started from the specific point, a radius search is performed around
the hit point’s position. We do not care about the closest collision,
but rather for every collision, instead of the closehit program, we use
the intersection program, which is called to test an intersection. If the
distance between the camera hit point and the photon hit point is
less than the given radius the photon deposits its importance. Then,
since the photons are stored sequentially in the buffer, we simply iterate the buffer backwards adding the photon importance to the hit
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Algorithm 6 : Camera ray tracing inside NVIDIA OptiX
framework
Function raygenCamera():
initializeCameraHitPoints();
initializeCameraSamplingPosition();
do
traceRay();
calculateImportance();
storeHitPoint();
while not MaxDepth and not Terminate;
Function raygenCamera():
storeHitPointData();
if isEmissive or not isGlossy then
Terminate();
end
else
calculateScatterDirection();
calculateScatterDirectionProbability();
calculateScatterLightAmount();
if ScatterLightAmount is zero then
Terminate();
end
if ScatterDirectionProbability is zero then
Terminate();
end
calculateRemainingPower();
RussianRoulette();
end

triangles triangle. The iteration stops when a photon is found that
belongs to a different photon path.
Algorithm 7 : Radius search inside NVIDIA OptiX framework
Function raygenRadiusSearch():
initializeCameraHitPoints();
initializeCameraSamplingPosition();
foreach camera hit stored do
traceRadiusSearch();
end
Function intersect():
if distance < radius then
do
updateMeshImportance();
getPreviousPhoton();
while photon belong to path;
end
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4.2

mesh decimation

After the importance sampling has finished and copied to the RAM,
then the decimation is performed. All the geometry processing is
done by using the libigl library. The implementation of the decimation algorithm requires the geometry data to be in a specific format.
The geometry should be represented by a list of vertices and a list of
faces indexing the vertex list. Because the geometry data in the GPU
are not in this format, but for every face the exist a unique set of
vertices, a list of unique vertices has to be built, as well as a face list
with indices referencing the generated vertex list. This can be done
efficiently by using a hashmap structure for indexing vertices to their
corresponding position inside the vertex list. Algorithm 8
Algorithm 8 : Geometry reconstruction
foreach vertex in geometry buffer do
if vertex exist in uniqueVertices then
++vertexCardinality[vertex];
end
else
uniqueVertices.add(vertex);
vertexCardinality[vertex] = 1;
end
end
foreach face in geometry buffer do
foreach vertex in face do
face[vertex] = uniqueVertices.getIndex(vertex);
vertexImportance = faceImportance /
vertexCardinality[vertex];
end
end
For the actual mesh decimation in the beginning every mesh is
checked to ensure that there in no non-edge-manifold mesh. If the
mesh is non-edge-manifold the decimation process fails. Then a list
containing all the edges is generated as well as some other lists for
mapping half-edges to the corresponding edges and to keep track
of the faces incident on each edge and across from which corner of
those faces the edges appears. Every vertex is getting a score and a
collapse candidate and gets inserted into a priority queue, with the
vertex with the lowest score being always on top. Also an iterator is
constructed to easily reference items inside the queue. In every iteration the top vertex in the queue is selected, if the rotation of normals
of the neighboring faces don not exceed the restriction threshold,
the collapse is performed and then the importance of the remaining
vertex is updated. To make the decimation process faster each edge
that is collapsed is not deleted from the edge list. This is also true
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about the vertices and the faces. Instead collapsed edges and faces
are mapped to the first vertex, resulting in degenerate triangle and
edges which are removed all at once after the decimation is finished.
Collapsed vertices on the other hand, are being indexed to the same
vertex data and those duplicate vertices are also merged once the
decimation is finished.
After the edge candidate has been selected, a test is performed to
ensure that no face normal is going to be drastically changed. For
both vertices in the selected edge, a set of all faces where any of
these vertices is present is generated. For every face its normal is
generated from its vertices and also a prediction of the new normal
is calculated by substituting the vertices under collapse with the collapse result. If the resulting normal direction change is higher than
60 deg the edge collapse is aborted. If the normal direction change
is less than the threshold, the collapse of the edge is performed normally. After the collapse is done the remaining vertex updates it
importance value to equal the importance value of the two collapsed
edges. The edge collapse also causes the two other sets of edges from
the edges adjacent faces to merge, so one edge from each side has to
be removed to avoid duplicated edges. During every edge collapse
two faces are removed so the decimation target might be off by one
face. Also all vertices that are part of faces that had at least one of the
collapsed vertices need to recalculate their local ring score as well as
a possible new collapse target. In case the collapse attempt fails the
edge gets its score set to infinity so that it will not be collapsed at a
later iteration.
Algorithm 9 : Geometry decimation
calculateEdges();
calculateEMAP();
foreach vertex in mesh do
calculateCostAndPlacement();
end
while face target not reached do
getCollapseCandidate();
if edgeCollapseIsValid() then
collapseEdge();
updateCosts();
removeDuplicateEdges();
end
else
setEdgeCostToInf();
end
end
removeDegenerateFaces();
calculateNormals();
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After the decimation process is completed the vertex normals must
be calculated for the new vertices. This step can be omitted if after
each edge collapse the new vertex normals are calculated for the affected vertices. However to generate the correct vertex normals some
sort of combination of face normals for adjacent faces has to be done.
That requires the computation of the face normals in the new vertex
the two-ring neighborhood which is not computationally efficient.
Instead, the vertex normals are only calculated once after the mesh
has been decimated. In this implementation and in the subsequent
examples area weighted vertex normals are being used. One problem to keep in mind is that meshes that originally had sharp edges
by design after being simplified and having automatically generated
a new set of vertex normals, their appearance in the rendered image
will be vastly different as shown in Figure 16.
When either every mesh gets simplified separately, or all the meshes
are joined and separated as one the above process remains the same.
In case the meshed are joined, we must keep an index in the priority
queue iterator, so that we know where each mesh in the queue iterator begins to avoid mixing different mesh edges. Meshes with a very
low poly count are not decimated to avoid artifacts.
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(a) Reference

(b) Area weighted normals

(c) Angle weighted normals

Figure 16: Comparison of normal recalculation. Meshes were decimated at
40% to avoid over-decimation artifacts.
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E VA L U AT I O N

To evaluate the performance of the method and to compare this implementation results with the original paper, a series of different
scenes were rendered, each one crafted in a way to explore the capabilities and limits of underling algorithm. The first section of tests
highlight the strengths of the implemented method while the second
part dives deeper into the limits of this technique and how characteristics of the scene affect the final render.
5.1

experimental setup

The system used for running the tests consists of an AMD Ryzen7
3750H with an NVIDIA RTX2060 with 6GB VRAM and 16 GB RAM.
Unless specified, all scenes were rendered for a 1000 iterations with
each iteration spawning 500000 light rays. The maximum number of
bounces was 5 for the light rays and also for the camera rays. For the
sampling process 100 iterations used for the importance pass with
the maximum number of bounces for the light rays being 8 for the
camera rays being 16. The number of photon rays per iteration is the
same with the rendering process.
5.2

simple test cases

For the first round of tests, relatively simple scenes were used to
present the technique capabilities and to compare it with illumination agnostic mesh simplification methods. In order to ensure that
this implementation performs comparable to the original one, some
scene from the original paper were recreated as close as possible
such as the DRAGON BOX and the CEILING DETAIL.
The core idea behind the design of this algorithm is the preservation of high frequency light phenomena like caustics while allowing
for heavy mesh decimation. Figure 18 shows a rendering of the simplest scene, to demonstrate the algorithm logic, that consists of a
single dragon mesh with 840558 faces in a box with a single point
light source in the dragon’s head. Figure 18a is the reference image
without any sort of simplification, while Figure 18b is decimated
to 10% of the original face count, by using decimating the shortest
edges first. The caustics are heavily altered compared to the reference image due to the fact that no illumination information is taken
into account thus decimating the mesh only with topological criteria. That causes the mesh to lose details, by uniformly preserving
unneeded geometric details in areas that do not contribute to the
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Figure 17: Importance heat map for SIMPLESCENE. Higher importance
primitives are located mostly on the head of the dragon. The
importance scale goes from green to red for maximum importance

final image, while removing faces in areas with high contribution
like the dragon head as we can see from Figure 17. In Figure 18c the
decimation ratio is the same as with simple closest edge collapse but
due to the algorithm’s ability to rank each primitive according to its
contribution in the final image, high contributing areas of the mesh
preserve detail leading from little to none alteration in the produced
caustics and the visible part of the dragon.
Since we can preserve caustics quality without very noticeable
distortions in caustics patterns, we can lower even more the face
count in certain cases. Figure 19 shows the previous scene decimated
with three different ratios. Figure 19c shows the rendered scene with
only 5% of the faces left. Compared to Figure 19a there are some
more profound differences in caustics patterns but the visible part of
the dragon is noticeably decimated. This aligns with the algorithms
main focus which is to preserve caustics better than visible geometry.
Figure 19d shows an extreme case where only 1% of the scene is left.
Neither caustics nor visible geometry details can be preserved.
Figure 21 shows a scene where three dragon meshes exist, one
with a glass material, one with a mirror material and one with a diffuse material, while only one mesh creates caustics and is directly
visible, somewhat similar with the CEILING DETAIL scene from the
original paper[13] except of the directly visible mesh. Figure 21b
shows the resulting image after decimating the scene to 10% of the
original face count. Because of the lack of importance information
each mesh is decimated equally and uniformly altering heavily the
caustics pattern. Figures 21c,21d,21e show different decimation ratios using the importance based decimation with the first to producing very similar results with the differences appearing in the directly
visible mesh part as well as the lower right corner. Figure 21e while
achieving really good caustics preservation, it fails to maintain the
visible mesh area.
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(a) Reference

(b) Error shortest edge

(c) Importance reduction

Figure 18: Simple single light source example. The resulting render after
decimation using the proposed technique maintains greater resemblance to the original than the pure geometrical simplification.

Figure 21f shows the importance distribution across the scene. The
mirror dragon as well as the diffuse dragon are being hit by photons
but since no camera paths are connected with the photon paths no
importance is being deposited on them. In case of multiple meshes it
is interesting to compare the mesh simplification variations, joining
all the meshes for decimation or decimating each mesh separately.
If meshes are decimated separately, for meshes with very low total
importance the decimation factor might end up being too low resulting to the inability of the mesh to be decimated all the way because
of the constraints in place. However because decimation factor calculations take into consideration only the ideal face count each mesh
should have and not the minimum face count a mesh can have without violating any constraints, meshes with high importance might
end up with slightly more faces than what they would have ended
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(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10 percent

(c) Reduction to 5 percent

(d) Reduction to 1 percent

Figure 19: Different reduction levels with single light source. Most of the
caustic patterns are preserved even for 5% of the original geometry.

if the decimation process had joined the meshes. Figure 20 shows
the same scene decimated with either joining the meshes or not. The
resulting images look almost identical with only a faint line appearing in the middle of the image produced after separate decimation.
Table 1 shows the final face count for each mesh for both decimation
methods. For the separate decimation both the target face count(on
the left) and the achieved face count(on the right) are shown.

(a) Joined meshes

(b) Separate meshes

Figure 20: Same scene rendered with two different decimation methods.
Left: all three meshes are joined and decimated as one. Right:
Each mesh is given its own decimation ratio and is processed
independently from one another.
MSE: 1.22% SSIM: 0.98
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method

glass dr.

mirror dr.

diffuse dr.

Separate

251398/251398

768/1152

3/1130

Joined

220942

30048

1178

Table 1: Face count for the different decimation methods at 10%

5.3

extended experiments

While the method manages to handle caustics preservation it is useful to see how well it can handle caustics that are cast on other
meshes. Figure 22 shows renderings of a scene where caustics are
cast on a diffuse mesh with different γ values. Two glass dragon
models with one light source each are on the left and right of the
diffuse dragon model. One of the two glass model is partially directly visible while the other is only casting caustics. With all the
γ values the caustics preservation is similar with minor differences
around the edges of the images, while caustics pattern in the middle
remains unchangeable. This is an expected behavior since the middle pattern is intense enough and is generated by a relatively small
area of the glass model giving is high enough importance to be preserved with every γ value. The biggest difference is located in the
visible part of the glass dragon in the center of the image. While the
caustics of generated by that model remain identical the visible part
losses a lot of details as seen in Figure 22b compared to Figure 22a.
Increasing γ seem to help preserve better this part of the mesh as
seen from Figures 22b.22c,22d,22e. Higher γ also seems to produce
an overall better looking image closer to the original. This is due to
the fact that small details in the diffuse model are kept preserving
shadows a little bit better.
Figure 23 shows renderings of a scene with two point light sources,
one creating caustics and shadows due to refraction while the other
one is not contributing to any phenomena, except providing some
ambient lighting. While caustics are preserved as expected, the shadows appear to have artifacts in the form of caustics. Also the visible
part of the mesh suffers heavy decimation. Figure 23b was rendered
with γ = 0 and while it shows low MSE error because the image
is relatively dark, SSIM shows that the visual result does not match
very well with the reference. By comparing it, however, with Figure 22d artifacts on the shadow parts are more prominent. This is
somewhat counter intuitive because shadows are generated by photon paths but rather by the absence of photon paths. But since this
is a glass model shadows are not generated by the absence of light
paths but rather by the lower density of light paths hitting an area.
This explains why when camera hits are completely ignored shadows are preserved better.
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(a) Reference

(b) Error shortest edge
MSE: 4.87%
SSIM: 0.62

(c) Reduction to 10%
MSE: 1.96%
SSIM: 0.97

(d) Reduction to 5%
MSE: 2.11%
SSIM: 0.95

(e) Reduction to 1%
MSE: 4.25%
SSIM: 0.62

(f) Importance

Figure 21: Multiple mesh simplification. Only one Stanford dragon causes
the caustic patterns so extreme simplification ratios are possible.
(f) shows the importance distribution across all meshes.

However this is not true for shadows cast by opaque models. Figure 24 shows the same model being completely off screen with a
diffuse material and three point light sources that casts shadows on
the wall. Because no light path is being connected with camera paths,
due to the fact that the material is diffuse and light rays terminate
on hit with the model, the algorithm has no information on how to
simplify the model to reserve the shadows. The result is completely
different than the reference render. It is interesting though to render
the same exact scene but with a glossy material.
Figure 25 shows the simplified scene rendered almost identical to
the reference image with only faint artifacts appearing. While both
materials are opaque, because of the glossiness of the second one,
light paths that hit the model almost parallel with its surface are
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reflected to the wall and the camera path can connect with them.
Figure 25c shows the importance of the mesh, which confirms the
theory. The importance is concentrated on the borders around the
holes of the mesh that form the shadows.
Figure 26 shows renders of a complex scene containing both glass
and diffuse models with a large part of them being visible. In Figure 26b only the glass object was simplified at 10% of the original
geometry with extensive distortion in the caustics pattern across the
scene. The γ was set to one prioritizing the caustics. Compared to
Figure 26c, the latter shows better results. A possible explanation is
that despite simplifying a larger part of the scene by including both
the glass and diffuse models, the diffuse models had sufficient margin of simplification due to high tessellation before noticing any artifact and that gave enough room for glass objects to maintain more
geometry and distort caustics less.
For testing different lighting condition, the previous scene was
rendered adding an area light on top of the scene. Figure 27 shows
the rendering results. The simplification process only included the
glass geometry. Compared to the darker variant of the scene, that
one produced a larger error. The area light on top of the scene produced many areas on the glass objects with specular highlights that
the algorithm tried to preserve. That type of highlights requires more
geometry information to be preserved accurately and because of that
the available geometry data that remained had to be split, some for
preserving specular highlights and some for preserving caustics. Figure 27c shows the importance distribution across the scene. The 2
dragons in the front, almost as a whole, are uniformly highly important. Taking into consideration that each dragon mesh has approximately 800,000 faces and the final scene ignoring the diffuse models
has a little over 500.000, the algorithm manages to maintain details
really well.
The algorithm can handle the preservation of caustics seen from
mirrors even if the mirror mesh itself is subjected to simplification.
Figure 28 shows an example of that. A caustic pattern is seen through
reflecting off a spherical mirror. The caustic pattern itself is cast from
an off-screen glass Stanford dragon. The mirror has a high polygon
count that exceeds the simplification threshold. Since importance is
deposited on perfectly specular objects the algorithm manages to
correctly preserve the visible parts of the mirror without distorting
them. The caustic pattern is also preserved fairly well even though
seen through its reflection off a mirror that causes distortion. The
reflection on the base of the mirror appears drastically different compared to the original one due to the fact that the calculated normals
are different from the original ones even though these primitives are
not changed.
Figure 29 shows an example of incorrect importance estimation.
Behind the camera an array of 24 point light sources is illuminating
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the scene. This lighting condition creates some subtle shadow on the
rough wall behind the diffuse dragon model while producing almost
no shadows on the rough surface of the dragon because light hits the
surface from almost all directions equally. However because the importance estimation process calculates the importance of a primitive
only by the geometric properties of the hit point and the ray that hit
at that point, fails to capture the information perceived by the human eye. An area which is lit from all directions when seen by the
human eye appears smooth because self shadowing can not occur
and thus reveal the surface roughness. The algorithm though gives
to these primitives high importance while the primitives of the wall
behind gets far less because some light sources are obscured by the
dragon model.
This leads into maintaining excess geometry on the dragon model
and oversimplifying the wall behind. In Figure 29b the wall is heavily decimated and has lost almost all its texture. In Figure 29d the
wall has a glass material and because of the same oversimplification
appears smoother and brighter because it allows more light to hit
the back of the room.
5.3.1

Memory Usage and Render Times

Table 2 shows the VRAM usage for a number of scene. While the
simplification process removes the majority of the geometry data, the
acceleration structure size is not reduced accordingly. Larger scenes
benefit more from simplification specially if the scene is so large
that it can not fit into the VRAM requiring out of core rendering.
However, all of the above examples presented, fit into the VRAM
so in terms of render times no major speed up was observed. BVH
build times were decreased significantly as shown in Table 3, with
minor improvements in photon trace and camera trace passes mostly
from less tests for collision in the acceleration structure. The largest
speedup was observer in the Museum scene about x1.23.
Part of the increased VRAM usage follows from the fact that the
data structures for storing photons and camera hits are not linearly
dependent with the geometry size, so simplifying the scene does not
remove that overhead. Low poly count scenes were not affected in
VRAM usage despite the simplification probably due to BVH overhead. In general the reduction in VRAM usage was about 35% to
40% for a 90% geometry reduction.
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scene

original

sampling

simplified

Desert

2.4GB

3.5GB

1.6GB

Dragons

1.4GB

2.3GB

1.2GB

Museum

3.1GB

4.3GB

1.8GB

Complex

1.1GB

1.9GB

1.1GB

Table 2: VRAM usage for various scenes. Reduction was at 10%.

scene

face count

bvh build

photon tr.

camera tr.

Museum 13,618,768

159/28 ms

16/13.7 ms

4.5/3.3 ms

Desert

123/54 ms

13/12 ms

6.5/6 ms

Dragons 2,521,764

40/14 ms

9.9/9.6 ms

6.1/4.4 ms

Complex 754,688

12/8 ms

7.6/7.5 ms

4.5/4.5 ms

9,166,650

Table 3: Render times for various scenes. Reduction was at 10% for second
column.
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(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10%
γ=1
MSE: 3.21%
SSIM: 0.90

(c) Reduction to 10%
γ = 1.5
MSE:2.72%
SSIM: 0.91

(d) Reduction to 10%
γ=2
MSE:2.87%
SSIM: 0.91

(e) Reduction to 10%
γ=4
MSE:2.85%
SSIM: 0.90

Figure 22: Multiple mesh with different γ values. Caustic patterns are cast
from two glass dragon on a diffuse dragon.The diffuse dragon
is occupying most of the visible part of the scene.
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(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10%
γ=0
MSE: 1.90%
SSIM: 0.91

(c) Reduction to 10%
γ=1
MSE: 1.85%
SSIM: 0.91

(d) Reduction to 5%
γ=4
MSE: 1.91%
SSIM: 0.90

(e) Overview after decimation

(f) Importance

Figure 23: Complex mesh with shadows with different γ values. (e) and (f)
shows an overview of the scene after simplification as well as
the importance distribution.

(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10%
MSE: 4.08%
SSIM: 0.41

Figure 24: Shadow from opaque mesh. The simplified scene had 10% of the
original geometry.
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(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10%
MSE: 1.54%
SSIM: 0.92

(c) Importance

Figure 25: Shadow from glass mesh. The simplified scene had 10% of the
original geometry.

(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10%(Glass)
MSE: 2.77%
SSIM: 0.82

(c) Reduction to 10%(All)
MSE: 2.55%
SSIM: 0.84

Figure 26: Complex large scene with low ambient lighting and ~9M faces.
In (b) only glass meshes were simplified while at (c) all meshes
we decimated. For both renders the final geometry of the scene
was 10% of the geometry that could be simplified.
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(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10%(Glass)
MSE: 4.23%
SSIM: 0.82

(c) Importance

Figure 27: Complex large scene with ambient lighting and ~9M faces. In
(b) only glass meshes were simplified while at (c) all meshes we
decimated. For both renders the final geometry of the scene was
10% of the geometry that could be simplified. The area lights
allow for more details and shadows to be visible.

(a) Reference

(b) Reduction to 10%
MSE: 2.71%
SSIM: 0.91

(c) Importance

Figure 28: Caustics reflection off a spherical mirror.
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5.3 extended experiments

(a) Reference(Diffuse)

(b) Reduction to 10%(Diffuse)
MSE: 2.38%
SSIM: 0.91

(c) Reference(Glass)

(d) Reduction to 10%(Glass)
MSE: 5.01%
SSIM: 0.76

Figure 29: Incorrect importance estimation. (b) and (d) were decimated at
10% of the original geometry. The rough wall has approximately
35K faces per side compared to the ~800K faces of the Stanford
dragon.
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6

CONCLUSION

The simplification technique presented shows promising results for
improving rendering times in massive complex scenes, while maintaining quality at high levels. By drastically reducing memory requirements, large scenes that would only be possible to be rendered
with out-of-core approaches, can possibly fit in a single GPU. While
the method focuses on caustics preservation, under the right circumstances, it can maintain general image quality. A major drawback is
the shadow preservation from out-of-screen models maintaining features that cause shadow-like effects, such as shadows from refractive
objects.
Improvements can be done in identifying which paths carry more
information discernible by the human eye. With the current implementation, the path importance is defined by purely geometrical
characteristics at the hit point. By including the amount of light carried by the ray at the specific sub path a more accurate importance
value can be derived, attributing more importance to brighter areas,
where more details can be seen.
Further research can be done for simplifying meshes containing
textures coordinates by either unwrapping the new mesh or combining textures coordinates of vertices during the simplification process. Texture data and perceived color could also be combined with
the gathered importance from camera-light path intersections to give
more accurate importance values, allowing for meshes to be simplified not only by their contribution to light transport but also by the
way the light is perceived by the human visual system. It would be
interesting to study how driving the simplification with a path space
generated from the light and camera rays could improve decimation
quality, and how this path space could be updated efficiently while
decimating meshes to reflect how the path space changes with each
primitive that is eliminated. Investigating how this approach can be
applied in simplifying scenes scenes with moving objects, cameras
and lights would be extremely useful, by either per frame simplification or by finding optimal importance distribution for multiple
frames.
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